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RAM 1500

We will make it short. If you are looking for a vehicle, that
is both powerful and functional, your first choice should
be a pick-up truck. And if you decide for a pick-up, it might
as well be the best, right? As a unique all-rounder the Ram
1500 unites the best of all worlds: the sporty aggregate in
connection with superior technology and the highest level
of comfort make the Ram 1500 your perfect companion in all
situations. An incomparably durable colleague in professional
work environment or reliable partner in private life – the Ram
1500’s unique vehicle concept makes every trip an enjoyable
experience. The standard adaptive all-wheel drive system of
the AEC Ram 1500 models offers you optimum driving comfort

on long-distance drives and the highest performance off the
road or in adverse conditions. Since its launch in 1981, the Ram
1500 and its predecessors are not only known to be flexible
and capable commercial vehicles, but also convince drivers
and enthusiasts with a host of unique selling points: With the
Hemi® V8 a legendary engine under the hood, an exterior and
interior design, that merges tradition with state-of-the-art
technology, like the Uconnect® infotainment system – the
2020 Ram 1500 is not just a work tool, but also offers lifestyle
like no other vehicle in its segment. Even if you now already
know the name of your new car, you will have to choose yet
again: pick the right trim level that offers the most for your

specific demand profile. The next pages offer an exclusive
overview of what the new Ram 1500 portfolio has in store for
you, which services you benefit from as an AEC customer and
how enjoyable it can be to drive a pick-up: Get an idea of what
experiences wait for you as a Ram owner and get a deep dive
into the versatility of your future companion. Treat yourself to
the sweet thrill of anticipation – your new Ram 1500 awaits!
Safe travels and enjoy what’s coming for you!
Your AEC Team
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2020: GENERATION 5
Picture shows 2020 RAM 1500 with
optional equipment. Fuel consumption
with 5,7 l V8 HEMI®: City 15,7 l/100km,
highway 10,7 l/100km, comb.
14,9 l/100 km; comb. CO2 emission:
352 g/km; emission class: 459/2012;
CO2 efficiency class: G.
For more information see p. 39.

With the launch of the latest version of 1500 in 2018, the
American heritage-inspired Ram brand created a league of its
own within the pick-up-segment. Serious competition coming
only from within its own trimlevel variety, the 5th generation
Ram challenges only it’s own benchmarks entering the next
modelyear. Cunning details, new advanced functionalities
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Clear the ring for round 2

and aptly designed optical highlights push the 2020 Ram 1500
to an even higher level of sophistication. Decide to run your
HEMI® V8 conventionally on petrol or lower the operating cost
of your full-size pick-up by upgrading to a Prins LPG System.
Regardless of your fuel system the TorqueFlite® 8-gear
automatic transmission ensures the best driving experience

and maximum comfort alongside impeccable fuel economy.
New loading functionalities increase the 2020 Ram’s already
enormous cargo capacity and new options add to the list of
available safety and security featuresfeatures. New exterior
design options give you the chance to express your trust in
Ram’s latest version of its masterpiece to amazed onlookers.

Back in BlacK
Low key stylish with the Night Edition for the 2020 RAM 1500
Laramie® or bold in all-black with the Black Appearance Package:
In the new model year RAM commits to Europe’s favorite body and
accent color black. Marvel at the newly interpreted partially black
exterior highlights of the Laramie® Night Edition or put on an allblack show in with the blacked-out exterior of the Ram 1500 Rebel
and Limited with Black Appearance Package now exclusively
available combined with Diamond Black Crystal paint job.
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optional equipment. Fuel consumption
with 5,7 l V8 HEMI®: City 15,7 l/100km,
highway 10,7 l/100km, comb.
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CO2 efficiency class: G.
For more information see p. 39.
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the 5,7 l HEMI®V8
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For more information see p. 39.

401PS 556NM

AVAILABLE WITH eTORQUE TECHNOLOGY
And a supplemental 176 NM eTorque
THE TECHNOLOGY OF eTORQUE

HEMI –
THE LEGEND EVOLVES
®

The Ram Brand is known for technological leadership, and the addition of eTorque
proves it. This mild hybrid system incorporates a number of technologies with the
legendary 5.7 L HEMI V8, including regenerative braking, Stop/Start capability, a
48-volt lithium-ion battery pack and an on-board 12kw motor/generator. The
electric motor serves to provide more supplemental power during acceleration
and passing. Stop/Start helps improve fuel efficiency with seamless engine on/off
operation, while regenerative braking recovers and converts energy
during braking.

THE ADVANTAGES OF eTORQUE

The incorporation of available eTorque and its components offers
significant advantages across the board. The electric motor enables
longer 4-cylinder operation of the HEMI V8 Multi-Displacement System
(MDS)/Fuel Saver Technology for additional fuel-efficiency benefits.
Stop/Start capability also contributes to improved fuel efficiency, by up to
3,3 percent. Regenerative braking utilizes the on-board electric motor as a
generator, converting energy to recharge the battery system. The Stop/
Start System is completely transparent, and a dash-mounted
system-disable switch lets the driver turn it off if desired.

aec LPG-System powered by prins
Making american v8 power affordable

Quit worrying about the fuel cost of your American V8 powerplant and
order your Ram 1500 with the available AEC LPG-System. Engineered
specifically for RAM‘s legendary 5,7 l HEMI V8 in cooperation with
Prins, Europe‘s leading manufacturer of alternative fuel systems,
this exclusive LPG System lets your Ram run almost entirely on
liquefied pertroleum gas on the push of a button. Hold down your
Ram‘s operating cost and increase the driving range without
missing out on any of its power and the characteristic sound.

THE TORQUEFLITE® 8-SPEED TRANSMISSION
An exceptional 8-speed automatic transmissions helps churn out the
power in the all-new 2020 Ram 1500. 2020 Ram 1500 models employing
the legendary 5.7 l HEMI V8 utilize the new TorqueFlite 8HP75 transmission,
with a torque capacity of 739 NM. Its Characteristics point to resilient
strength. Among them: fully electronic performance. On-the-fly shift map
changing. More than 40 individual maps to address performance, drivability
and fuel efficiency. Wide ratio spreads to help improve fuel efficiency with
reduced by nearly 11 percent.
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TWO TANKOPTIONS FOR UP TO 1.300 KM EXTENDED RANGE
The 122 l LPG-Underbodytank is mounted underneath the truckbed
and replaces the sparetire. Combined with an optionally additional
200L truckbed tank the AEC LPG System can grind out up to
1.300 km extended driving range for your Ram.
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optional equipment. Fuel consumption
with 5,7 l V8 HEMI®: City 15,7 l/100km,
highway 10,7 l/100km, comb.
14,9 l/100 km; comb. CO2 emission:
352 g/km; emission class: 459/2012;
CO2 efficiency class: G.
For more information see p. 39.
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SMART STORAGE

All-New
Multifunctional Tailgate

EVERYWHERE

TRUE VARIABILITY THAT SIMPLIFIES YOUR JOB

NEXT-LEVEL CARGO MANAGEMENt
This truck takes on any challenge, including finding a smarter, more
efficient way to organize your cargo. From a maximum 1741 l conventional
cargo bed volume to the available RamBox® Cargo Management System
that includes versatile, weatherproof, lockable and drainable storage bins
with downward-facing illumination and a power outlet, this is real-world
capability.

Available on all 2020 RAM 1500 Models the new
multifunctional tailgate offers extended opening
capabilities to simplify your work and everyday challenges.
The 60/40 split mechanism lets you open each side of
the tailgate up to 88 degrees sideways to make accessing
and loading the truckbed easier. Swinging the gate laterally
exposes the rear bumper to step up to enter the truckbed and
makes approaching the truckbed with a forklift easier than
ever – all while retaining the tailgate‘s unrestricted downward
opening funcitonality and full load bearing capacity.

2 EUROPALETTS FIT Even with the RamBox® System, two full-size
europaletts are easily accommodated with the tailgate closed.
Picture shows 2020 RAM 1500 with
optional equipment. Fuel consumption
with 5,7 l V8 HEMI®: City 15,7 l/100km,
highway 10,7 l/100km, comb.
14,9 l/100 km; comb. CO2 emission:
352 g/km; emission class: 459/2012;
CO2 efficiency class: G.
For more information see p. 39.
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EASY ACCESS Available dampening and key fob control make opening the
tailgate easier than ever.
CARGO MANAGEMENT Opt for the available RamBox Cargo Management
System with or without the bed divider.
IN-BED LED LIGHTING Controlled by a switch or a key fob button, these
available lights let you load any time, with no adjustment to a tonneau
cover, if so equipped.
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3.500 KG MAX TOWING

Picture shows 2020 RAM 1500 with
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with 5,7 l V8 HEMI®: City 15,7 l/100km,
highway 10,7 l/100km, comb.
14,9 l/100 km; comb. CO2 emission:
352 g/km; emission class: 459/2012;
CO2 efficiency class: G.
For more information see p. 39.

TOW WITH CONFIDENCE

This is a full-size truck with full-size towing capability. Get your Ram truck with the
legendary 5.7 l HEMI® V8 powerhouse and AEC by default hooks you up with a GVWR and
towing capacity increase. The result is towing capability that delivers most reliable V8
towing: up to 7 tons of unbridled power that take on the toughest towing assignments.

ACTIVE-LEVEL TECHNOLOGY AT WORK: IT
AUTOMATICALLY KICKS IN WHEN WEIGHT IS ADDED TO
THE BED, MAINTAINING A CONSTANT AND LEVEL PROFILE

3.500 KG MAX TOTAL WEIGHT

THE AVAILABLE AIR SUSPENSION SYSTEM SIMPLIFIES BALL/
HITCH ALIGNMENT, COUNTERACTS WEIGHT FROM
TRAILERING/HAULING, MAINTAINING AN EVEN AND LEVEL
PROFILE WHEN LOADED, AND KEEPS RAKE CONSTANT FROM
THE FRONT END TO THE REAR OF THE TRAILER

BUILT TO DO THE JOB RIGHT, EVERY TIME
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The reduced weight of the all-new Ram 1500 helps to increase payload capacity, which allows you
to make every load count. The 2020 Ram 1500 puts stunning hauling capability at your fingertips,
delivering up to 3.500 kg of brute carrying strength along with a ride that puts comfort in the same
league as capability. Add further hauling assets - like the available RamBox® Cargo Management
System, shown here – and you’ve got what it takes to get the job done.
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TECHNOLOGY & COMFORT
TECHNOLOGY AT THE TOUCH OF YOUR FINGER

Truck owners demand the best technology and the all-new Ram 1500
delivers, including the available 12-inch touchscreen media center, and
the most powerful audio system in its segment from Harman Kardon®
with a 900-watt amplifier and 19 speakers.

LUXURY DEFINED BY COMFORT, SPACE AND SILENCE

Luxury means having a quiet, smooth and supremely comfortable ride.
All-new Ram 1500 achieves it with a multilink coil spring rear suspension, a
new Crew Cab that adds 4 inches to the interior length and available reclining
seats - all topped off with supreme interior background noise dampening.
12
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THE STRONGEST RAM 1500 EVER

ENGINEERED TO PERFORM

Picture shows 2020 RAM 1500 with
optional equipment. Fuel consumption
with 5,7 l V8 HEMI®: City 15,7 l/100km,
highway 10,7 l/100km, comb.
14,9 l/100 km; comb. CO2 emission:
352 g/km; emission class: 459/2012;
CO2 efficiency class: G.
For more information see p. 39.

NEW ELECTRONIC
PARKING BRAKE
Five operational modes,
including Safe Mode and
Drive-Away Release.

STRONGER ALL AROUND
Extensive use of
high-strength steel
makes this
the toughest Ram 1500
ever.

HEAVY-DUTY SHOCKS
Twin-tube, with Frequency
Response Damping to
enhance ride quality for
both on- and off-road
driving.

ACTIVE GRILLE SHUTTERS
Standard on all models, Active Grille Shutters
instantly adapt to speed, load and engine needs
to provide the ideal engine cooling, while simultaneously reducing aerodynamic drag.

PROGRESSIVE-RATE
REAR SPRINGS
Adapt to handle payload
while maintaining a level
ride and excellent ride
quality.

A STRONG FOUNDATION
98% of the steel used in the
frame is high-strength steel.

SIDE-IMPACT
DOOR BEAMS
Reinforce the protection
against potential side
impacts.

REAR AXLE THERMAL
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
This new available
technology manages
viscosity to help enhance
fuel efficiency.

TIRE BLOCKER
Offers further protection
in the event of a frontal crash.
Driver and passenger side.

AERO ROOF SHAPE
An all-new exterior design starts with a longer
Crew Cab wheelbase, muscular fenders and a revised roofline that better directs airflow back to
the rear spoiler. The larger aero roof makes way
for the all-new available dual-pane sunroof.

TRAILBLAZING WHERE IT COUNTS
The better the air management, the more
efficient the pickup - and the Ram 1500 rules this
discipline. The Active Front Air Dam, a new roofline
that better directs airflow and a new aluminum
tailgate with spoiler work together to deliver
cutting-edge aerodynamics in the pickup class.
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ALL-AROUND EFFICIENCY

NEW TAILGATE DESIGN
An all-new aluminum tailgate with integrated
spoiler not only makes Ram 1500 more aerodynamic, but also gives it a seamless, unbreakable
appearance. The new available “Tailgate-ajar”
notification system alerts you if the tailgate is
not completely closed. Opening the tailgate is
also easier thanks to available dampening and
key fob control.
ACTIVE AIR DAM
This new asset automatically deploys at 50
km/h to reduce the amount of aerodynamic drag,
which simultaneously improves handling while
contributing to reduced fuel consumption.

THE START: A HIGH-STRENGTH STEEL FRAME
Tough starts with the foundation, and the all-new
2020 Ram 1500 is built to last, with 98 percent of the
steel used in the frame comprised of high-strength
steel - while still achieving a 45 kg weight reduction.
Frame construction permits notable secondary
improvements. Tow hooks attached to the front are
outwardly mounted, with a weight-efficient, closedloop design for improved strength. A tow hitch
receiver and EU trailer hitch mounted to the rear of
the frame is standard on all AEC models.

DYNAMIC FRONT
CRUMPLE ZONES
Redesigned to handle
greater impact load and
absorb more energy.

NEW AXLES SHOWCASE STRENGTH AND TECHNOLOGY
Ride strong. Ram truck axles take capability to the
next level.
Ram truck engineers refused to compromise, choosing
a new 6-lug wheel design, for which AEC by default
unlocks the full potential of 3.500 kg GVWR and a a
towing capacity of up to 3.500 kg. The new electronic
parking brake relies on axle modifications for integrated caliper ears, along with new viscosity lube.

THE RETHOUGHT FOUR-CORNER AIR SUSPENSION
Completely unique to the light-duty segment, the
automatic or driver-operated Active-Level Four-Corner
Air Suspension System is available on most trim levels.
The system has been modified for the Ram 1500, now
with a redesigned air supply unit in a single unit to
increase capability and reduce weight. It’s also been
retuned for the new, lighter-weight frame and chassis
components.
The five operational modes include two Off-Road
heights, Aero Mode, Normal Ride height, and the Entry/
Exit Mode.

LARGER BRAKE ROTORS
The largest standard brakes in
a RAM ever. Front and back,
they fully measure up - nearly
15 inches.

SPLAYED FRAME RAILS
Direct impact energy away
from the cabin and to the
frame rails.

FRONT AND REAR SUSPENSIONS
A new front suspension for the 4x4 truck. Among the
features: a repositioned heavy-duty stabilizer bar; new
heavy-duty bearings for available 22-inch wheels; a
new lightweight aluminum lower control arm and new
low-drag 4x4 bearings.
The multilink coil spring rear suspension stands apart
with its coil springs and multiple trailing links,
progressive-rate rear springs, a heavy-duty stabilizer
bar and lightweight aluminum rear shocks. Taken
together, the suspensions on Ram 1500 deliver
complete comfort and confidence.
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LANE DEPARTURE WARNING–PLUS
Available LaneSense® Lane Departure Warning–Plus
helps prevent unintentional lane drift by providing a
visual alert and safely guiding the vehicle back into
position.

SMART CRUISING
New available Adaptive Cruise Control with Stop
and Go detects vehicles ahead. If increased braking
is needed in slower traffic, the available Forward
Collision Warning with Advanced Brake Assist will
automatically help adjust to a safe distance.

BLIND SPOT DETECTION
New Blind Spot Monitoring with Rear Cross Path
and Trailer Detection scans the blind spot zones
behind the vehicle to help ensure safer maneuvering,
while automatically sensing and accounting for the
length of the trailer – something other trucks still
require you to do manually.
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SAFETY WHERE IT MATTERS MOST:

ALL AROUND YOU

OVER 100 AVAILABLE SAFETY & SECURITY FEATURES
ALWAYS ALERT
Ram 1500 can read the road. Mounted on the external sideview mirrors, cameras can identify road
lines, determine where the vehicle is and monitor motion. Should movement onto either line occur
without use of the turn indicator, the system will warn the driver and apply torque to the steering
wheel to correct the movement. If no action corrects the drift, the system will even automatically
align the vehicle back into its correct lane position.
GLIDE THROUGH THE TRAFFIC
Think cruise control that’s smarter than ever. When the lanes ahead are clear, this available system
maintains the set speed of travel. When traffic slows, it will automatically adjust to a safe distance
selected by the driver. And, while most ACC systems operate only down to 35 km/h, our system
operates down to 0 km/h, virtually stopping the vehicle - then reengaging back to safe-range
speeds as traffic begins to move again.
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FORWARD THINKING TECHNOLOGY
This available asset incorporates Grade Braking to control the transmission and automatically
downshifts to maintain selected speed and distance. The system operates independent of the ACC
system, notifies the driver if the vehicle is too close to a preceding vehicle, uses audible/visual warnings and will brake the vehicle to 0 mph if the driver does not respond.
SAFETY THAT HAS YOUR BACK
When in Reverse and vehicles and/or other objects are in perpendicular relationships to your Ram
pickup, dual wide-band radar sensors let you know, using illuminated icons in the outside mirrors
and driver-selected chimes.
ALL EYES ON YOUR SURROUNDINGS
This available asset monitors the “blind spots” on each side of the vehicle, utilizing sensors in each
of the side mirrors. The system provides audible chimes and/or visual icons, informing the driver
when changing lanes, passing others or being passed. Trailer Detection automatically senses and
accounts for the length of the trailer.

SURROUND-VIEW CAMERA
Depending on the model and the options and packages selected, you can bring 360-degree awareness to the drive. Credit the smart combination of
strategically positioned sensors that work with
cameras mounted in the grille, side mirrors and rear.

LARGEST STANDARD RAM BRAKES EVER
Confident stopping power comes from a new brake
system. The new brakes have the largest standard
rotors ever used on a Ram, measuring nearly 40 cm
in diameter fore and aft, sharply reducing 100–0 km/h
stopping distances and improving performance.

AVAILABLE SMARTBEAM HEADLAMPS
The advanced system provides the maximum
amount of light possible, automatically switching
headlamps from high- to low-beam when oncoming
headlamps or forward light is sensed, or when
taillamps are detected in front of the vehicle.
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SMARTER, FASTER AND MORE
ADVANCED CONNECTIVITY KEEPS YOU
IN TOUCH WITH THE PEOPLE AND JOBS
THAT MATTER MOST

FULLY CONFIGURABLE INFORMATION DISPLAY
The rethought Driver Information Display measures
in with a 7-inch display. In select models, this color
display telegraphs reams of information, from speed
to numerous in-motion data concerning mechanical
operation. On premium models, the display offers
high-definition quality, animated 3D graphics, with
five display themes and distinctive illuminated RAM

identity. For 2020, the 7-inch display is also model-specific. On Ram Rebel® models, there’s a Rebel only
theme with Red- lit badge contrasting with the Gray
and Dark Ruby Red accents. The Ram Longhorn® display carries the Longhorn theme in subtle Gold tones
against a dark background, while the Ram Limited
display keeps the Limited theme: muted Violet and
Light Gray on a darker background.

CUSTOMIZED BY YOU
This is powerful, user-friendly technology that delivers a
premium and all-new level of entertainment, communications,
comfort and convenience - and which brings together a
wealth of technologies. The latest generation of the awardwinning Uconnect® system encompasses everything from
built-in cellular connectivity to personalized settings for
available features like heated/ ventilated seats, Keyless
Enter ’n GoTM and more.

Largest available 12-inch reconfigurable touchscreen with
one-touch, customizable “Home Screen” available on
Laramie,® Longhorn® and Limited trim levels.
• Apple CarPlayTM support
• Android AutoTM
• Uconnect Smartphone App
• Multi-touch gesturing (e.g., Pinch-to-Zoom, touch/drag)
• F
 ull-screen Uconnect Navigation with Pinch-to-Zoom and
European Maps powered by AEC
• Bluetooth® hands-free calling and Voice Text Reply
• Integrated Uconnect Voice Command
• Siri® Eyes Free
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highway 10,7 l/100km, comb.
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This is

COMMAND CENTRAL
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EASY-ACCESS CONNECTIVITY, WIRELESS
CHARGING, FAST USB CONNECTIONS
Ditch the inconvenience of wires and opt for wireless
phone charging. Simply set your phone on the
console-mounted pad to begin charging. Two sets of
USB/Type-C USB ports are located on the front of the
center console. The new Type-C USB ports enable
charging up to four times faster than standard USB
outlets, as well as faster data downloads. An auxiliary port is positioned between the USB outlets. An
integrated phone shelf can carry as many as three
smartphones vertically and is sized to carry most
tablets.

THE HIGHEST NUMBER OF SPEAKERS
IN THE SEGMENT.
Only Harman Kardon® could do it - and only the allnew Ram 1500 offers it: a custom-tuned, available
system that makes every drive more enjoyable.
Technology never sounded so good.
With 18 premium speakers plus premium subwoofer
strategically engineered within the cabin, the Harman
Kardon Audio System also features available Active
Noise Cancellation, a refinement that uses the
system to cancel out unwanted noise - and which
contributes to a superb audio experience when music
is played. It‘s all powered by a 900-watt multichannel Class-D amplifier made even better with
360º surround sound and Digital Signal Processing.

Picture shows 2020 RAM 1500 with
optional equipment. Fuel consumption
with 5,7 l V8 HEMI®: City 15,7 l/100km,
highway 10,7 l/100km, comb.
14,9 l/100 km; comb. CO2 emission:
352 g/km; emission class: 459/2012;
CO2 efficiency class: G.
For more information see p. 39.
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COUNT ON RAM 1500 TO GIVE YOU
THIS MUCH TOUCHSCREEN. THIS
MUCH VERSATILITY. THIS MUCH
TECHNOLOGY. THIS MUCH CAPABILITY.

RETHOUGHT RECONFIGURABLE

CENTER CONSOLE
CUSTOMIZE THE DISPLAY TO BEST SERVE YOUR NEEDS.
INTUITIVE UCONNECT TOUCHSCREEN LETS YOU COMMUNICATE,
NAVIGATE AND STAY ENTERTAINED.
Listen to music, talk shows and sports. Access all genres, favorite artists, winning teams to turn your time on the road into hours
of entertainment.

REIMAGINED FRONT CENTER CONSOLE
Drivers of Ram 1500 models equipped with
bucket seats will enjoy a next-generation level
of convenience and technology – with a center
consoledesigned around occupant comfort and
need. Now more than 50 percent larger than
the previous generation, this dynamic piece
of equipment offers dozens offunctions and
conveniences, starting with numerous different storagecombinations. In the center, our
engineers have designed a wider docking area
with optional wireless charging — ideal for cell
phones. A three-position sliding cup holder tray
can be stowed under the center armrest, revealing a deep storage bin that can hold a 15-inch
laptop. Lifting the lid of the center armrest also
reveals an additional rubber-lined storage bin,
perfectly sized to fit a tablet. At the rear of the
console, you’ll find two additional cup holders,
media outlets and the ability to mount an iPad®
for convenient rear-seat viewing.
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Discover new places, the best shopping, entertainment and
restaurants from the Uconnect smartphone app, then easily send
the address to your vehicle.
Speak up and be heard, send and receive calls and texts while
driving safely with hands-free phone capabilit
Navigate to every adventure, get turn-by-turn directions so you
don’t get lost on the way.
Start your car from afar, get your engine running, unlock your
door or flash your headlamps from almost anywhere using your
smartphone with the Uconnect app.
APPLE CARPLAYTM COMPATIBILITY

TECHNOLOGY

FOR THE REAL WORLD

This is smarter iPhone® integration, so you’ll
experience your favorite features through your
dashboard. With Siri®, all you have to do is ask - catch up on
calls and messages,get directions from Apple Maps, or request
a song through Apple Music. The system lets you browse music,
or discover nearby gas stations, parking, restaurants and more.
Plus, Maps help predict where you’re headed.
ANDROID AUTOTM INTEGRATION
For those who know and love AndroidTM, GoogleTM
goes with you: with navigation and “OK Google” voice
detection, you’ll hear your favorite Google Play music and get
voice-guided navigation from Google Maps. Stay focused and
productive while on the road with voice controls that allow you
to make calendar appointments, set timers, reply to emails and
messages, and more.
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EXPLORE SPACE

AVAILABLE DUAL-PANE SUNROOF
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highway 10,7 l/100km, comb.
14,9 l/100 km; comb. CO2 emission:
352 g/km; emission class: 459/2012;
CO2 efficiency class: G.
For more information see p. 39.

MORE ROOM

INSIDE AND OUT
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OUTSTANDING CARGO MANAGEMENT

Overflowing with new features from the available classexclusive RamBox® Cargo Management System with power
outlet to the new available power and assisted tailgate. Inside,
you’ll find a larger space that’s more sophisticated than ever
interior storage volume.
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RAM 1500

Limited

LIMITED UNLIMITED

If only the best is good enough: AEC’s 2020 Ram 1500
Limited does not only exceed its predecessor in technical
specifications. Especially when it comes to design, this year‘s
Ram 1500 Limited is setting new standards. Decide yourself
if you want to go dark choosing the all-new Black Appearance
Package or stay classy with the well known chrome exterior
features highlighting your Limited‘s noble looks.
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with 5,7 l V8 HEMI®: City 15,7 l/100km,
highway 10,7 l/100km, comb.
14,9 l/100 km; comb. CO2 emission:
352 g/km; emission class: 459/2012;
CO2 efficiency class: G.
For more information see p. 39.
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RAM 1500

LONGHORN

®

READY FOR ANY DESTINATION ON THE MAP

Picture shows 2020 RAM 1500 with
optional equipment. Fuel consumption
with 5,7 l V8 HEMI®: City 15,7 l/100km,
highway 10,7 l/100km, comb.
14,9 l/100 km; comb. CO2 emission:
352 g/km; emission class: 459/2012;
CO2 efficiency class: G.
For more information see p. 39.
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The 2020 Ram 1500 Longhorn speaks with authority with the 5.7 l
HEMI® V8. The redesigned exterior includes refinements like a shark’s
fin antenna, new flush fuel-fill door, taller pickup box and chrome side
steps, all riding on 20-inch aluminum wheels. The Ram 1500 Longhorn
interior is premium all the way, with leather-upholstered bucket seats
with power 12-way memory, new sliding console storage, premium
6-gauge cluster, 7-inch Driver Information Display, three USB ports and
new reclining rear seats.

Picture shows 2020 RAM 1500 with
optional equipment. Fuel consumption
with 5,7 l V8 HEMI®: City 15,7 l/100km,
highway 10,7 l/100km, comb.
14,9 l/100 km; comb. CO2 emission:
352 g/km; emission class: 459/2012;
CO2 efficiency class: G.
For more information see p. 39.
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START YOUR OWN

REBELLION

Picture shows 2020 RAM 1500 with
optional equipment. Fuel consumption
with 5,7 l V8 HEMI®: City 15,7 l/100km,
highway 10,7 l/100km, comb.
14,9 l/100 km; comb. CO2 emission:
352 g/km; emission class: 459/2012;
CO2 efficiency class: G.
For more information see p. 39.
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HONOR THE OFF-ROAD

This is your path to epic off-road experiences. Ram
Rebel® doesn’t just look fierce, it is fierce. Black
powder-coated steel bumpers, aggressive approach
angles, tow hooks and factory lift give you the brute
force needed to find new trails. New and available for
both Quad Cab® and Crew Cab configurations: a new
electronic locking rear axle (eLocker), 18-inch aluminum
off-road wheels and On-/Off-Road 33-inch tires with
outlined white lettering. The 5.7 l HEMI® V8 is standard on
the AEC Ram Rebel®. Other standard Rebel features include
a 1-inch ride height increase, Bilstein® off-road shocks, EU
trailer hitch, tow hooks, wheel flares, Sport performance hood,
powder-coated bumpers and a unique grille. When it comes to
color choices for your 2020 Ram 1500 Rebel you choose
between the classic monotone or dualtone paint option of the
offroad trim and the new popular all-black exterior of the Black
Appearance Package, that the new model year brings to the Rebel
(displayed on the right side).

RAM 1500

REBEL

Picture shows 2020 RAM 1500 with
optional equipment. Fuel consumption
with 5,7 l V8 HEMI®: City 15,7 l/100km,
highway 10,7 l/100km, comb.
14,9 l/100 km; comb. CO2 emission:
352 g/km; emission class: 459/2012;
CO2 efficiency class: G.
For more information see p. 39.
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2020: RAM 1500 LARAMIE® NIGHT EDITION

With its all-new exterior and interior, Ram 1500 Laramie makes a
statement like no other. Outside, look for a new raised aluminum
hood, LED headlamps, pushed-to-the-corner LED fog lamps,
chrome billet grille with chrome surround, chrome front bumper,
aluminum tailgate with dampened opening assist and an AEC
engineered EU trailer hitch. Redesigned exterior highlights complement the 2020 Ram 1500 Laramie’s® new functional features and set
new benchmarks: With the new Night Edition Package Ram Trucks’
design department hit the bullseye. Exterior highlights like the
distinctive Laramie® grill, reworked 22” wheels and other details come
with a sporty all-black finish and make sure you draw the curious looks
of every passer-by. The interior combines latest technology and safety
features with premium materials and workmanship.

Picture shows 2020 RAM 1500 with
optional equipment. Fuel consumption
with 5,7 l V8 HEMI®: City 15,7 l/100km,
highway 10,7 l/100km, comb.
14,9 l/100 km; comb. CO2 emission:
352 g/km; emission class: 459/2012;
CO2 efficiency class: G.
For more information see p. 39.
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RAM 1500

LARAMIE

®

Picture shows 2020 RAM 1500 with
optional equipment. Fuel consumption
with 5,7 l V8 HEMI®: City 15,7 l/100km,
highway 10,7 l/100km, comb.
14,9 l/100 km; comb. CO2 emission:
352 g/km; emission class: 459/2012;
CO2 efficiency class: G.
For more information see p. 39.
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Picture shows 2020 RAM 1500 with
optional equipment. Fuel consumption
with 5,7 l V8 HEMI®: City 15,7 l/100km,
highway 10,7 l/100km, comb.
14,9 l/100 km; comb. CO2 emission:
352 g/km; emission class: 459/2012;
CO2 efficiency class: G.
For more information see p. 39.

against further high costs for a third party installation and following expensive paperwork.
At the VPC in Antwerp, all vehicles imported by AEC receive professional underbody protection and cavity sealing. Here, first,
the cavities of the vehicle are filled. Then, the cars are sealed
with a high-pressure nozzle from below with a protective
wax, which protects the delicate parts safely against rust and
damage. Since American manufacturers usually relinquish this
step, the European customer – without a professional underbody protection – often gets surprised early on by an unpleasant orange view of the underbody of his new vehicle.This
protection is often offered in body shops, or you can do it yourself with a can from the retailer – but in years of experience, a
good six kilograms of wax, which are applied by an 800,000 €
ICO exclusive spray pump with 150 bar, have turned out more
effective and durable. This facility is by the way the largest in
Europe, which does not belong directly to a manufacturer!

HOW AEC
TURNED HANS MÜLLER
INTO VIN DIESEL ...
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„Do you remember, the black car VIN DIESEL drove in “THE
FAST AND THE FURIOUS?“ That was a Dodge, a charger ... Oh
man, such a car, that would be the dream ... In a similar vein,
most stories begin when someone forms the first gentle
thoughts about buying an US-American car. Questions come
up quickly: How do I even get a hold of such a car at all? How
do the import and the customs actually work? And where are
the differences that determine whether the vehicle is allowed
to run on European roads at all? Solving everything costs not
only time and energy, but also a lot of money ... and if you‘re
unlucky, the dream car will not even be allowed in the end! Of
course, it is possible to buy and get an American car licenced

in Europe, but with AEC as the official importer for Dodge and
RAM, you not only get the basic package that guarantees road
safety and general approval, but also lots of exclusive extras
that leave little to be desired. (Attention, disclaimer: movie
stars are usually not even supplied by AEC!) So what is the
service of AEC that makes the dreamed Dodge or RAM fit for
Europe‘s roads? Directly from the manufacturer, the vehicles
are shipped via Baltimore (USA) to Antwerp (Belgium) within
approx. 12 days, where they are anchored directly in the Vehicle
Processing Center (VPC). Responsible for a smooth running is
AEC‘s longtime partner ICO, one of the most renowned terminal
operators in Europe. After a detailed check for possible damage

in transit and, if necessary, subsequent repair, the next step is
homologation.
This is mandatory for all imported vehicles and even a pleasure
for AEC: more than 20 years of experience, extensive tests,
research and development by engineers and a huge team of
specialists ensure the highest quality standards. Each vehicle
undergoes these processes and is converted in a factory-like
process. The professional homologation involves some basic
steps: a few of them are necessary for approval on European
streets, others can be seen as comfort, powered by AEC.
First, the vehicles are technically converted. Necessary is

the market-
specific exchange of headlamps and bulbs. As
a convenient extra, the data of the navigation system can be
exchanged in the next step and the device can be provided with
European map material and the necessary languages. In order
to guarantee faultless reception later, a DAB radio will also be
installed on selected models at this location.
In addition to model-specific extras such as cargo bed covers
and exhaust systems, a trailer hitch – developed and exclusively supplied by AEC, that may be called the best on the market
– is next fitted to each RAM model. A trailer load of 3500 kg is
registered in the course of this charge for free – this not only
protects against illegal trips with your own cargo, but also

So if you want to drive fast and furious with your car for a long
time, you will soon be thankful for this included service. In order
to complete the homologation, following the conversion, all
vehicles are accepted and approved by the TÜV. This so-called
„paper homologation“ can save the customer tons of money.
How’s that? Many hidden costs can lurk during registration,
for example due to incorrect entries, such as incorrect tire size,
previous day registration, wrong or too low trailer loads or
total weight. Since an individual appraisal has to be procured
for each position, with the necessary experience one can avoid
surprises of several thousand euros.
So far so good! From „AAH!“ to „WOAH!“ – AEC exclusive
upgrades for extra goose bumps when driving: Ok, let‘s get into
the really exciting AEC extras, because let‘s face it, for a Dodge
or RAM driver, it‘s all about pleasure, power, emotion and
eccentricity and there‘s a big dessert coming with the following
festures: 100 % legal and without consequence for the vehicle‘s
warranty. By a simple process, the Swiss company O.CT offers
performance enhancement at the highest level: more sporty
performance, 25 km/h extra on the maximum speed of the

RAM and less fuel consumption through faster acceleration
and resulting longer „flextimes“. „Performance can only be
topped by more power,“ we may quote the NAP sports exhaust
manufactory, which provides on request, the vehicle imported
by AEC with a sporty valve exhaust. More engine power, better
assertiveness and, above all, a sound elevates simple driving
to a true joyride. By the way, the sound can be controlled at the
touch of a button and jumps immediately back from „monster“
to „son-in-law“ on demand and is available for all new RAM
models, as well as the entire AEC Dodge Challenger and Charger lineup. Let‘s go to the „Elephant in the room“: what can I do
to reduce gas mileage?
Luckily, AEC has a solution for this with a well-known partner:
Prins – Alternative Fuel Systems provides an LPG (Liquid Petrol
Gas) system exclusively for the RAM 1500 imported by AEC. LPG
fuel is only about half the price of the same amount of gasoline.
With an LPG underbody tank and, optionally, a second one on
the truck bed, you can send the 5.7 L V-8 HEMI engine on a 1800
km trip without a gas stop.
If we are already on the subject of fuel consumption: since
September 2018, a new test procedure for measuring fuel
consumption and emissions has come into force with WLTP
(Worldwide Harmonized Light-Duty Vehicles Test Procedure),
which replaces the NEDC (New European Driving Cycle), which
has been in force since 1992. This new test will result in more
accurate and more up-to-date consumption data through more
precise and up-to-date conditions and a realistic driving profile.
All vehicles imported by AEC have been tested with this procedure since the beginning of 2018 and are thus fully compliant
and can be registered all across Europe without problems.
To sum up, buying a US car requires a few steps to get the car
registered and safe on europe‘s roads. As a private individual,
this can be very cumbersome and expensive, so it’s good to
know that AEC handles all the hurdles that exist between the
customer and his dream of an american car and offers the fastest and most comfortable way to turn every Hans Müller into
a Vin Diesel ...
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AEC EXCLUSIVE WARRANTY PROGRAM

DEPENDABILITY TAILORED
TO YOUR NEEDS

Ready to conquer Europe with

Factory quality AEC Services
Picture shows 2020 RAM 1500 with
optional equipment. Fuel consumption
with 5,7 l V8 HEMI®: City 15,7 l/100km,
highway 10,7 l/100km, comb.
14,9 l/100 km; comb. CO2 emission:
352 g/km; emission class: 459/2012;
CO2 efficiency class: G.
For more information see p. 39.

Picture shows 2020 RAM 1500 with
optional equipment. Fuel consumption
with 5,7 l V8 HEMI®: City 15,7 l/100km,
highway 10,7 l/100km, comb.
14,9 l/100 km; comb. CO2 emission:
352 g/km; emission class: 459/2012;
CO2 efficiency class: G.
For more information see p. 39.

UNRIVALED FACTORY QUALITY HOMOLOGATION

AEC NEW CAR WARRANTY – MANAGED BY THE MARKET LEADER

Confident in the work that the AEC logistics and service team delivers during
the EU homologation process, AEC off ers a dependable exclusive new vehicle
warranty for your AEC Ram 1500, managed by industry leading warranty provider
CarGarantie, to replace the manufacturer warranty unavailable for Europe.
All AEC vehicles come with the 24 month AEC Comfort Warranty as part of the default AEC Service Package. This basic warranty package covers parts of most major
technical modules of your truck, such as engine, transmission or brakes. Opt for an
even more comprehensive warranty coverage and choose to upgrade your
warranty on vehicle purchase to 24, 36 or full 48 months AEC Premium Warranty.
With AEC Premium malfunction of nearly every mechanical and electronical part of
your vehicle is covered, and you can rest assured, that AEC keeps you mobile, whatever problem might occure with your new Ram 1500. For a more detailed description of
warranty coverages see the warranty Terms & Conditions on pages 40–43.
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A carefree buying experience is what you are looking for and it‘s what
you get with AEC cars. Once the AEC service team is done homologating your new Ram for registration in Europe and applying manufacturer quality underbody coating and sealing in AEC‘s state-of-the-art
Vehicle Processing Center, you are ready for registration. Even someone
with a trained eye will never suggest that your vehicle did not leave the
North American assembly plant like this.

ALWAYS ON TRACK WITH EUROPEAN NAVIGATION

No need to pass on the Uconnect‘s guidance and 3D grafics delivered by the
8,4-inch or 12-inch screen when you travel Europe‘s highways or countryside. As part of the default AEC Service Package the latest-generation navigation system receives an update with European maps, to make it your trusted
companion wherever your journeys take you.

GET THE JOB DONE WITH MAXIMUM TOWING AND HAULING CAPACITY

AEC unlocks the Ram‘s maximum towing potential for Europe by hooking you up
with an AEC engineered EU trailer hitch and towing capacity increase to 3.500 kg
upon the truck‘s arrival on European soil. Coupled with the default GVWR increase
to 3.500 kg ex AEC works, there‘s hardly a challenge too big for your Ram 1500.
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RAM 1500 TRIM LEVELS
LIMITED

LONGHORN®

AEC STANDARD EQUIPMENT HIGHLIGHTS

REBEL

Laramie®

AEC STANDARD EQUIPMENT HIGHLIGHTS

AEC STANDARD EQUIPMENT HIGHLIGHTS

AEC STANDARD EQUIPMENT HIGHLIGHTS

Powertrain

R

Powertrain

R

Powertrain

R

Powertrain

R

5,7 l HEMI V8 MDS VVT-Engine
Torquefilte 8HP75 Eight-Speed Automatic Transmission

Adaptive All-Wheel-Drive
3.92 Rear-Axle-Ratio

5,7 l HEMI V8 MDS VVT-Engine
Torquefilte 8HP75 Eight-Speed Automatic Transmission

Adaptive All-Wheel-Drive
3.92 Rear-Axle-Ratio

5,7 l HEMI V8 MDS VVT-Engine
Torquefilte 8HP75 Eight-Speed Automatic Transmission

All-Wheel-Drive
3.92 Rear-Axle-Ratio

5,7 l HEMI V8 MDS VVT-Engine
Torquefilte 8HP75 Eight-Speed Automatic Transmission

Adaptive All-Wheel-Drive
3.92 Rear-Axle-Ratio

Interior

R

Interieur

R

Interior

R

Interior

R

Limited Premium Leather Interior
Limited Exclusive Premium Leather Bucket Seats
Uconnect 4.0 with 12-Inch Touchscreen
EU-Navigationsystem powered by AEC
LED Interior Lighting

Heated and Ventilated Front and Rear Seats
Heated Leather Steering Wheel
19 Speaker Harman Kardon Premium Soundsystem
with Subwoofer
Second Row In-Floor-Storage-Bins
Premium Rubber Floormats with Carpet Inserts

Longhorn Real Wood and Leather Interior
Longhorn Exclusive Premium Leather Bucket Seats
Uconnect 4.0 with 12-Inch Touchscreen
EU-Navigationsystem powered by AEC
LED Interior Lighting

Heated and Ventilated Front and Rear Seats
Heated Leather Steering Wheel with Real Wood Applications
19 Speaker Harman Kardon Premium Soundsystem with
Subwoofer
Second Row In-Floor-Storage-Bins
Premium Rubber Floormats with Carpet Inserts

Black Rebel Interior
Black Rebel Leather Bucket Seats
Uconnect 4.0 with 12-Inch Touchscreen
EU-Navigationsystem powered by AEC

Heated Frontseats
Heated Leather Steering Wheel
9-Speaker Alpine Premium Sound System
Rebel Rubber Floor Mats

Exterior

R

Black Laramie Leather Interior
Black Leather Bucket Seats
Uconnect 4.0 with 12-Inch Touchscreen
EU-Navigationsystem powered by AEC
LED Interior Lighting

Heated Seats Front and Rear, Ventilated Rear Seats
Heated Leather Steering Wheel
19 Speaker Harman Kardon Premium Soundsystem with
Subwoofer
Second Row In-Floor-Storage Bins

R

Power-Runningboards
Bodycolor Bumpers
Optional Chrome Exterior Accents
22-Inch Aluminum Wheels, Black or with Grey Accents

Longhorn Exclusive Chrome Grille
Chrome Tow Hooks
Bodycolor Bumpers
LED Head and Taillights

Chrome Sidesteps
Chrome Window Surrounds
22-Inch Aluminum Wheels with Grey Accents
Chrome Longhorn Badges

Black Badges
18-Inch Aluminum Wheels
33-Inch Goodyear On-/Offroad Wheels
LED Head and Taillights

Exterior

Limited Exclusive Grille
Optional Black Appearance Package
Black or Chrome Tow Hooks
LED Head and Taillights

Optional Black Appearance Package
Black Rebel Exclusive Grille
Black Powdercoated Bumpers
Sport Performance hood

R

Performance and Functionality

R

R

Black Badges
Power Runningboards
Black 22-Inch Aluminum Wheels
LED Head and Taillights

Performance and Functionality

Performance and Functionality

Night Edition Paket
Schwarzer Laramie Kühlergrill
Stoßstangen und Seitenspiegel in Wagenfarbe
Sport Performance Motorhaube

R

GVWR Increase to 3.500 kg
4-Corner air Suspension with 4 Ride Heights
Keyless Enter ‘n Go

GVWR Increase to 3.500 kg
4-Corner air Suspension with 4 Ride Heights
Keyless Enter ‘n Go

R

EU Trailer Hitch
Towing Capacity Increase to 3.500 kg
Electronic Locking Rear Axle Differential (eLocker)
Skid Plates

GVWR Increase to 3.500 kg
Optional 4-Corner air Suspension with 4 Ride Heights
Keyless Enter ‘n Go

Safety and Security

EU Trailer Hitch
Towing Capacity Increase to 3.500 kg
Electronic Locking Rear Axle Differential (eLocker)
Skid Plates

GVWR Increase to 3.500 kg
Optional 4-Corner air Suspension with 4 Ride Heights
Keyless Enter ‘n Go
1-Inch Ride Height Increase

Performance and Functionality

EU Trailer Hitch
Towing Capacity Increase to 3.500 kg
Electronic Locking Rear Axle Differential (eLocker)

EU-Anhängerkupplung
Erhöhung der Anhängelast auf 3.500 kg
Elektronisches Hinterachs-Sperrdifferential (eLocker)

Blind Spot and Rear Cross-Path Detection
Full-Speed Forward Collision Warning
Hill Descent Controll
Anhänger-ESP
Trailer Sway Damping

LaneSense Lane Assist
Parkassist for Parallel and Perpendicular Parking
360-Degree-Camera
Automatic Highbeam Control

Safety and Security

R

Safety and Security

R

Blind Spot and Rear Cross-Path Detection
Full-Speed Forward Collision Warning
Hill Descent Controll
Trailer Sway Damping

LaneSense Lane Assist
Parkassist for Parallel and Perpendicular Parking
360-Degree-Camera
Automatic Highbeam Control

Blind Spot and Rear Cross-Path Detection
Full-Speed Forward Collision Warning
Hill Descent Controll
Trailer Sway Damping

LaneSense Lane Assist
Parkassist for Parallel and Perpendicular Parking
360-Degree-Camera
Automatic Highbeam Control

Exterior

R

WHEELS

Limited Black Appearance
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Exterior

R

Safety and Security
Totwinkelwarner mit Querverkehrerkennung
Kollisionswarner mit Notbremsassistent
Bergabfahrhilfe
Anhänger-ESP

WHEELS

Standard on Limited

Standard on Longhorn®

Picture shows 2020 RAM 1500 with optional equipment. Fuel consumption with 5,7 l V8 HEMI®: City 15,7 l/100km, highway 10,7 l/100km, comb. 14,9 l/100 km;
comb. CO2 emission: 352 g/km; emission class: 459/2012; CO2 efficiency class: G.

R

LaneSense Lane Assist
Parkassist for Parallel and Perpendicular Parking
360-Degree-Camera
Automatic Highbeam Control

WHEELS

Rebel Black Appearance

WHEELS

Standard on Rebel

Laramie® Night Edition

Picture shows 2020 RAM 1500 with optional equipment. Fuel consumption with 5,7 l V8 HEMI®: City 15,7 l/100km, highway 10,7 l/100km, comb. 14,9 l/100 km;
comb. CO2 emission: 352 g/km; emission class: 459/2012; CO2 efficiency class: G.
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RAM 1500 TRIM LEVELS
RAM 1500 EXTERIOR COLORS

RAM 1500 Technical Data
RAM 1500 CARGO BOX DIMENSIONS

RAM 1500 INTERIOR OPTIONS

BOX SIZE
VOLUME
LENGTH AT FLOOR, TAILGATE CLOSED
CARGO WIDTH
DISTANCE BETWEEN WHEELHOUSINGS
DEPTH
TAILGATE OPENING WIDTH

RAM 1500 EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS
All dimensions are in millimeters unless otherwise noted
.

Granite Crystal

Billet Silver

BOX SIZE
WHEELBASE (NOMINAL)
TRACK, FRONT
TRACK, REAR
OVERALL LENGTH
OVERALL WIDTH
OVERALL HEIGHT
GROUND CLEARANCE
FRONT AXLE

Delmonico Red

REAR AXLE
OPEN TAILGATE TO GROUND
PICKUP BODY HEIGHT
APPROACH ANGLE
DEPARTURE ANGLE
RAMP BREAKOVER ANGLE W/O SKID PLATE
RAMP BREAKOVER ANGLE WITH SKID PLATE
GROUND CLEARANCE W/O SKID PLATE
GROUND CLEARANCE WITH SKID PLATE
Leather Bucket Seats, Black Leather Bucket Seats,
Laramie®/Laramie®
Light Frost Beige
Night Edition
Laramie®

Premium Leather Bucket
Seats, New Saddle
Longhorn®

RAM 1500 INTERIOR DIMENSIONS

All dimensions are in millimeters unless otherwise noted
.

Premium Leather Bucket
Seats, Light Mountain Brown
Longhorn®

All dimensions are in millimeters unless otherwise noted

Short Bed 1,7 m
1526 L
1711
1687
1295
543
1525

Long Bed 1,9 m
1741 L
1937
1687
1295
545
1525

QUAD CAB® PICKUP
Long Bed 1,9 m
3569
1741
1729
5814
2084
1973

Short Bed 1,7 m
3672
1741
1729
59166
2084
1971

CREW CAB PICKUP

208
221
875
545
18,9°
25°
19,9°
17,8°
221
208

209
220
872
543
19°
24,9°
19,5°
17,5°
222
209

Long Bed 1,9 m
3898
1741
1729
142
2084
968
207
220
871
545
18,9°
24,9°
18,7°
16,7°
220
207

FRONT
HEAD ROOM
LEG ROOM
SHOULDER ROOM
HIP ROOM
SEAT TRAVEL
REAR
HEAD ROOM
LEG ROOM
SHOULDER ROOM
HIP ROOM
INTERIOR VOLUME
FRONT
REAR

MAXIMUM TOTAL WEIGHT
with AEC standard GVWR Increase

5.7L HEMI® V8/8-SPEED AUTO
5.7L HEMI V8 eTORQUE*/8-SPEED AUTO

MAXIMUM TOWING CAPACITY
with AEC standard Towing Capacity Increase

5.7L HEMI® V8/8-SPEED AUTO
5.7L HEMI® V8 eTORQUE*/8-SPEED AUTO

QUAD CAB®

CREW CAB

1038
1040
1676
1610
220

1038
1040
1676
1610
220

995
903
1668
1610

1011
1147
1670
1611

1809 L
1509 L

1809 L
1939 L

QUAD CAB®
3500 KG
3500 KG

CREW CAB
3500 KG
3500 KG

QUAD CAB®
3500 KG
3500 KG

CREW CAB
3500 KG
3500 KG

Engine Measurables, Emission and Consumption
5.7L HEMI® V8/8-Speed Auto Transmission

POWER/MAX. TORQUE
FUEL CONSUMPTION AND CO 2 EMISSIONS (NEDC)
FUEL CONSUPMTION AND CO2 EMISSIONS (WLTP)**

295 KW; 401 PS at 5600 RPM / 556 NM at 3950 RPM
IN PHASE: LOW 24,94; MEDIUM 14,70; HIGH 12,64; EXTRA-HIGH 15,17; COMB.: 15,6 L/100 KM / COMB. CO2 EMISSION: 355 G/KM / EURO 6
* compliant with WLTP testing regulations, relevant for registration and taxation of all new vehicles since September, 1st 2018

Diamond Black

Patriot Blue

Ivory White

Maximum Steel

Walnut Brown

Bright White
Premium Filigree Leather Bucket Seats,
Light Mountain Brown
Longhorn®

Premium Leather Bucket Seats, Black
Limited

KONFIGURATIONEN

QUAD CAB®

CREW CAB

5‘-7“-BOX

6‘-4“-BOX

5 Passengers

REBEL®

•

•

CREW CAB

QUAD CAB

S

LARAMIE®

•

•

CREW CAB

ALLE KABINEN

S

LONGHORN®

N/A

S

CREW CAB

CREW CAB

S

LIMITED

N/A

S

CREW CAB

CREW CAB

S

• = Available Configuration N/A = Not Available S = Standard Configuration
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Flame Red
Premium Leather Bucket Seats,
Light Brost Beige, Limited

Picture shows 2020 RAM 1500 with optional equipment. Fuel consumption with 5,7 l V8 HEMI®: City 15,7 l/100km, highway 10,7 l/100km, comb. 14,9 l/100 km;
comb. CO2 emission: 352 g/km; emission class: 459/2012; CO2 efficiency class: G.

Picture shows 2020 RAM 1500 with
optional equipment. Fuel consumption
with 5,7 l V8 HEMI®: City 15,7 l/100km,
highway 10,7 l/100km, comb.
14,9 l/100 km; comb. CO2 emission:
352 g/km; emission class: 459/2012;
CO2 efficiency class: G.
For more information see p. 39.
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Terms & Conditions AEC COMFORT
§ 1 Subject matter
1. The seller/guarantor Auto Export Corporation
(hereinafter referred to as “AEC”), 24 Commerce
Place, St. Catharines, Ontario, Canada, L2S 0B3)
gives the buyer/guarantee holder (dealer), under
the other conditions set forth in § 4, a guarantee
of the functionality of the assemblies specified
in § 2(1) for the term set in the guarantee agreement.
The dealer assigns their rights under
these guarantee conditions to the vehicle buyer
named in the guarantee agreement. The vehicle
buyer accepts this assignment. Compensation
will be provided according to the guarantee if
one of the guaranteed parts loses its functionality
within the agreed guarantee term, and not
as a result of a fault in non-guaranteed parts,
so that a repair becomes necessary. The guarantee
applies within the country, to temporary
trips such as holiday and business trips, and
also throughout Europe. A temporary trip does
not include when the vehicle is predominantly
abroad for a period of more than six weeks.
The guarantee does not justify any claims for
revoking the purchase contract or reduction
(reduction of the purchase price). If the repair is
unsuccessful twice, the buyer/guarantee holder
may request that another specialist garage be
commissioned to carry out the repair. This guarantee
does not exclude any eventual claims of
the buyer under the statutory guarantee. Another
condition for guarantee claims is compliance
with the requirements of § 4.
2. CAR-GARANTIE GMBH (hereinafter referred to
as “CG”), Gündlinger Strasse 12, D-79111 Freiburg,
is authorized by the seller/guarantor (AEC) to
process the entire guarantee with the buyer/guarantee
holder on its behalf and for its account.
Notices of amendments (such as a change of
holder) and claims subject to guarantee shall
be reported to CG.
§ 2 Scope of the guarantee
1. The guarantee covers (list is final):
a) Engine
Engine seal ring housing; interior parts associated
with the oil circuit; engine oil cooler; engine
block; camshaft housing; oil pressure switch; oil
filter housing; oil level sensor; sump; flywheel /
drive pulley with sprocket; tensioning pulley
for timing belt; timing case cover; timing belts;
pulley for timing belts; valve stem seal; cylinder
head; cylinder head gasket.
b) Manual/automatic transmission
Switch/automatic drive pulley; torque converter;
transmission oil cooler; transmission housing;
internal parts of the manual and automatic
transmission; clutch master cylinder; clutch
slave cylinder; control unit of the automatic
transmission.
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c) Axle/automatic transmission
Flange; transmission housing; internal parts of
the axle and transfer case.
d) Power transmission
Drive shaft; drive shaft joint; speed sensor
(ASR); accumulator (ASR); hydraulic unit (ASR);
propeller shaft; charge pump (ASR); centre bearing
(cardan shaft); wheel bearings.
e) Steering
Electric power steering motor; Hydraulic pump
(steering); Steering gear with all internal parts.
f) Braking system
ABS speed sensor; ABS hydraulic unit; stress
reducer; brake pressure regulator; brake booster;
calliper; master cylinder; hydropneumatic
pressure regulator; wheel brake cylinder of the
drum brake; vacuum pump.
g) Fuel system
Injection pump, electronic components of engine
management (excluding components of the
AdBlue system), high pressure pump; compressor,
fuel pump, control unit injection system,
turbocharger, pre-delivery pump.
h) Electrical system
Electrical wiring of the electronic injection
system, electronic components of the ignition
system, generator, overrunning alternator, generator
controller, heating and fresh air blower
motor, read coil, bugle, starter, start generator,
wiper motor, ignition cable.
i) Cooling system
Heating heat exchanger, cooling fan motor, fan
clutch, thermal switch, thermostat, thermostat
housing, water cooler (engine), water pump. auxiliary
water pump.
j) Exhaust system
Lambda probe.
2. The guarantee covers seals, gaskets, oil seals,
hoses, piping, spark plugs and glow plugs only
if they lose their functionality as a result of damage
caused to one of the parts specified in
paragraph 1.
3. The guarantee does not cover:
a) parts not approved by the manufacturer;
b) operating and auxiliary materials such as fuels,
oils, refrigerants and antifreeze, coolant,
air conditioning compressor oil, hydraulic
fluids, grease, cleaning agents, all filters and
filter cartridges and small parts.

§ 3 Exclusions
No guarantee applies without consideration of
contributing causes of damage:
a) by accident, such as an event directly resulting
from a sudden external mechanical force;
b) through improper, mischievous or malicious
actions, misappropriation, in particular theft,
unauthorized use, robbery and embezzlement,
damage that is directly cause by animals,
storm, hail, frost, corrosion, lightning
strike, earthquake or water ingress, as well as
by scorching, fire or explosion;
c) by war events of any kind, civil war, civil
unrest, strike, lockout, terrorism, vandalism,
seizure or other sovereign interventions, or
by nuclear energy
d) arising from participation in driving events
with racing character or from associated
practice rides;
e) by altering the original design of the motor
vehicle (such as tuning, VMAX suspension,
gas conversion, etc.) or by installing third-party
or accessory parts that are not approved
by the manufacturer;
f) by the use of a part that is recognisably in
need of repair, unless the damage can be
shown to be unrelated to the need for repair,
or when at the time of the damage the part
had been at least provisionally repaired by a
trained professional;
g) when the buyer/guarantee holder has at
least temporarily used the motor vehicle for
commercial passenger transport or if the
motor vehicle has been leased commercially
to a changing group of persons;
h) caused by the use of unsuitable operating
materials or by a lack of operational materials
(lubricants, oils, cooling water, etc.);
i) for which a third party is required to intervene,
which is rectified as an expression of the
manufacturer‘s goodwill, or which are caused
by a manufacturing or material defect that
occurs in large numbers of the vehicle type
(serial defect) and for which in principle
manufacturer‘s
scope comes into consideration
according to type and frequency.
§ 4 Condition for guarantee claims
The condition for any guarantee claims is that
the buyer/guarantee holder,
1. before the claim event:
a) has carried out and documented the maintenance,
inspection and care on the vehicle that
is prescribed or recommended by the manufacturer
at the dealer or in a motor vehicle
master workshop according to manufacturer‘s
instructions. Exceeding the manufacturer‘s
kilometre specification of up to 3,000 km or
the manufacturer‘s timeframe of up to three
months is harmless, whereas the exceeding of
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one of the specified specifications already precludes
a guarantee claim. A guarantee claim is
only contrary to one of the aforementioned
requirements if it is responsible for the occurrence
of the damage. Concurrent causality is
sufficient. Concurrent causality is suspected.
The buyer/guarantee holder is at liberty to prove
the lack of causation.
b) fails to indicate interventions or other influences
on the odometer, immediately indicates a
defect or the need for immediate replacement
of the odometer indicating the mileage.
c) follows the vehicle operating instructions of the
manufacturer.
2. after the claim event:
a) immediately notifies the seller/guarantor (AEC)
or the CG at their relevant registered offices the
relevant damage under guarantee after the occurrence
of the same but before the repair, by
phone or by email;
b) has the repair done by the dealer. After consultation
with CG, the repair can also be carried out
at another qualified vehicle garage;
c) demonstrates CG any maintenance or care
performed
since the beginning of the guarantee
with invoices from the dealer or the executing
workshop by submitting copies of the documents;
d) allows an authorized agent of the seller/guarantor
(AEC) and/or of CG to carry out an inspection
of the damaged parts at any time and,
upon request, provides the information necessary
to establish the damage;
e) reduces the damage as much as possible while
following the instructions of CG; if circumstances
permit, he shall obtain such instructions
before the repair begins.
§ 5 Reimbursement of costs
1. Guarantee-related labour costs will be fully
reimbursed to the buyer/guarantee holder according
to the manufacturer‘s standard working
hours. Guarantee-related material costs are
paid at most according to the non-binding price
recommendations of the manufacturer.
2. If the repair costs exceed the value of an exchange
unit that is customarily installed in the
case of such damage, the obligation to pay
compensation shall be limited to the cost of
this replacement unit, including removal and
installation costs, applying paragraph 1.
3. The maximum amount of compensation subject
to guarantee is limited to the time value of
the damaged vehicle at the time the guarantee
claim occurs per claim.
4. No compensation is paid for:
a) the costs for testing, measuring and adjustments
(according to the manufacturer‘s
working time standard), insofar as they are
not incurred in connection with damage

requiring compensation and maintenance, inspection,
cleaning or care work prescribed or
recommended by the manufacturer;
b) the replacement of direct or indirect consequential
damages, such as shipping and
disposal costs, parking fees and compensationfor
lost use; paragraph 5 shall remain
unaffected hereby.
5. Expenditures for mobility
If agreed separately in the guarantee agreement,
the expenditures for achieving mobility (i.e.
towing, rail travel, rental car, accommodation and
telephone costs) will be reimbursed.
§ 6 Claims settlement
1. CG assumes responsibility on behalf of the seller/
guarantor (AEC) for processing all claims
with the buyer/guarantee holder. A repair invoice
must be submitted to CG containing a
clear and detailed description of the work performed,
the spare parts prices and the labour
costs with standard working hours.
2. In every case, the guarantee shall be notified
to CG by phone prior to the repair so that CG
canauthorise the repair. A telephone service is
available for this: Monday to Friday from 8:00
am to 5:00 pm at +49 761 4548-966,
warranty-en@aeceurope.com.
§ 7 Assignment of claims and statute of limitations
1. In the event the vehicle with the guarantee is
sold, the guarantee claims pass to the new
holder with the ownership of the vehicle. Any
change in ownership must be reported to AEC
or CG in writing no later than 14 days after the
change in the holder.
2. Claims under the guarantee lapse six months
after the claim event, at the latest six months
after the end of the guarantee term.
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§ 1 Subject matter
1. The seller/guarantor Auto Export Corporation
(hereinafter referred to as “AEC”), 24 Commerce
Place, St. Catharines, Ontario, Canada, L2S 0B3)
gives the buyer/guarantee holder (dealer), under
the other conditions set forth in § 4, a guarantee
of the functionality of the assemblies specified
in § 2(1) for the term set in the guarantee agreement.
The dealer assigns their rights under
these guarantee conditions to the vehicle buyer
named in the guarantee agreement. The vehicle
buyer accepts this assignment. Compensation
will be provided according to the guarantee if
one of the guaranteed parts loses its functionality
within the agreed guarantee term, and not
as a result of a fault in non-guaranteed parts,
so that a repair becomes necessary. The guarantee
applies within the country, to temporary
trips such as holiday and business trips, and
also throughout Europe. A temporary trip does
not include when the vehicle is predominantly
abroad for a period of more than six weeks.
The guarantee does not justify any claims for
revoking the purchase contract or reduction
(reduction of the purchase price). If the repair is
unsuccessful twice, the buyer/guarantee holder
may request that another specialist garage be
commissioned to carry out the repair. This guarantee
does not exclude any eventual claims of
the buyer under the statutory guarantee. Another
condition for guarantee claims is compliance
with the requirements of § 4.
2. CAR-GARANTIE GMBH (hereinafter referred to
as “CG”), Gündlinger Strasse 12, D-79111 Freiburg,
is authorized by the seller/guarantor (AEC) to
process the entire guarantee with the buyer/guarantee
holder on its behalf and for its account.
Notices of amendments (such as a change of
holder) and claims subject to guarantee shall
be reported to CG.
§ 2 Scope of the guarantee
1. The guarantee covers all factory-installed
mechanical,
electrical, electronic, hydraulic and
pneumatic parts of the vehicle described in the
guarantee agreement, unless they are excluded
by the following paragraphs 2 and 3.
2. Material and labour costs will not be compensated
for:
• additional equipment that is unavailable ex
works
• air conditioning dryer cartridge, refilling and
filling, as well as the conversion of air conditioning
systems
• impurities in the fuel system
• elimination of noise
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• frame and body parts, alignment and adjustment
of body parts
• vehicle windows and mirrors (however, these
are covered for damage to heating elements,
antennas and automatic dimming function)
• attachments, installations and conversions
• water leaks or leakages as well as seals on
the body
• corrosion, oxidation and paint damage
• exhaust system (however, the exhaust manifold,
catalytic converter and diesel particulate
filter are covered)
• clutch and brake linings (however, the dual
clutch of the dual-clutch transmission is covered),
brake discs and drums, shock absorbers,
bulbs, spark plugs
• button batteries, batteries, hybrid batteries,
electric drive batteries, rechargeable batteries,
and electric capacitors of all types
• hoses, wiper blades and all drive belts (however,
the toothed/timing belts of the engine
control unit)
• parts that are replaced regularly during
maintenance
• tyres, rims and wheel covers, wheel balancing,
wheel nuts, wheel bolts and rim locks
• telephone system, if not fitted as standard
• portable media (CD, DVD, Blu-ray disc, hard
disk drives, flash memory)
• car keys and remote controls, brake lights,
speakers, taillights and headlights
• Spark plugs, hoses and required, specified
small items will be reimbursed, provided that
they have to be replaced in connection with
the repair of compensable damage.
3. The guarantee does not cover:
a) parts not approved by the manufacturer;
b) operating and auxiliary materials such as fuels,
oils, refrigerants and antifreeze, coolant,
air conditioning compressor oil, hydraulic
fluids, grease, cleaning agents, all filters and
filter cartridges and small parts.
§ 3 Exclusions
No guarantee applies without consideration of
contributing causes of damage:
a) by accident, such as an event directly resulting
from a sudden external mechanical force;
b) through improper, mischievous or malicious
actions, misappropriation, in particular theft,
unauthorized use, robbery and embezzlement,
damage that is directly cause by animals,
storm, hail, frost, corrosion, lightning strike,
earthquake or water ingress, as well as by scorching,
fire or explosion;
c) by war events of any kind, civil war, civil unrest,
strike, lockout, terrorism, vandalism, seizure
or other sovereign interventions, or by nuclear
energy

d) arising from participation in driving events with
racing character or from associated practice
rides;
e) by altering the original design of the motor
vehicle (such as tuning, VMAX suspension, gas
conversion, etc.) or by installing third-party or
accessory parts that are not approved by the
manufacturer;
f) by the use of a part that is recognisably in need
of repair, unless the damage can be shown to be
unrelated to the need for repair, or when at the
time of the damage the part had been at least
provisionally repaired by a trained professional;
g) when the buyer/guarantee holder has at
least temporarily used the motor vehicle for
commercial passenger transport or if the motor
vehicle has been leased commercially to a
changing group of persons;
h) caused by the use of unsuitable operating materials
or by a lack of operational materials
(lubricants, oils, cooling water, etc.);
i) for which a third party is required to intervene,
which is rectified as an expression of the
manufacturer’s
goodwill, or which are caused by a
manufacturing or material defect that occurs in
large numbers of the vehicle type (serial defect)
and for which in principle manufacturer’s scope
comes into consideration according to type and
frequency.
§ 4 Condition for guarantee claims
The condition for any guarantee claims is that
the buyer/guarantee holder,
1. before the claim event:
a) has carried out and documented the maintenance,
inspection and care on the vehicle that
is prescribed or recommended by the manufacturer
at the dealer or in a motor vehicle
master workshop according to manufacturer’s
instructions. Exceeding the manufacturer’s
kilometre specification of up to 3,000 km or
the manufacturer’s timeframe of up to three
months is harmless, whereas the exceeding
of one of the specified specifications already
precludes a guarantee claim. A guarantee claim
is only contrary to one of the aforementioned
requirements if it is responsible for the occurrence
of the damage. Concurrent causality is
sufficient. Concurrent causality is suspected.
The buyer/guarantee holder is at liberty to prove
the lack of causation.
b) fails to indicate interventions or other influences
on the odometer, immediately indicates a
defect or the need for immediate replacement
of the odometer indicating the mileage.
c) follows the vehicle operating instructions of the
manufacturer.
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2. after the claim event:
a) immediately notifies the seller/guarantor (AEC)
or the CG at their relevant registered offices the
relevant damage under guarantee after the occurrence
of the same but before the repair, by
phone or by email;
b) has the repair done by the dealer. After consultation
with CG, the repair can also be carried out
at another qualified vehicle garage;
c) demonstrates CG any maintenance or care
performed
since the beginning of the guarantee
with invoices from the dealer or the executing
workshop by submitting copies of the documents;
d) allows an authorized agent of the seller/guarantor
(AEC) and/or of CG to carry out an inspection
of the damaged parts at any time and,
upon request, provides the information necessary
to establish the damage;
e) reduces the damage as much as possible while
following the instructions of CG; if circumstances
permit, he shall obtain such instructions
before the repair begins.
§ 5 Reimbursement of costs
1. Guarantee-related labour costs will be fully
reimbursed to the buyer/guarantee holder according
to the manufacturer’s standard working
hours. Guarantee-related material costs are
paid at most according to the non-binding price
recommendations of the manufacturer.
2. If the repair costs exceed the value of an exchange
unit that is customarily installed in the
case of such damage, the obligation to pay
compensation shall be limited to the cost of
this replacement unit, including removal and
installation costs, applying paragraph 1.
3. The maximum amount of compensation subject
to guarantee is limited to the time value of
the damaged vehicle at the time the guarantee
claim occurs per claim.
4. No compensation is paid for:
a) the costs for testing, measuring and adjustments
(according to the manufacturer’s
working time standard), insofar as they are
not incurred in connection with damage
requiring compensation and maintenance, inspection,
cleaning or care work prescribed or
recommended by the manufacturer;
b) the replacement of direct or indirect consequential
damages, such as shipping and
disposal costs, parking fees and compensation
for lost use; paragraph 5 shall remain
unaffected hereby.
5. Expenditures for mobility
If agreed separately in the guarantee agreement,
the expenditures for achieving mobility
(i.e. towing, rail travel, rental car, accommodation
and telephone costs) will be reimbursed.

§ 6 Claims settlement
1. CG assumes responsibility on behalf of the seller/
guarantor (AEC) for processing all claims
with the buyer/guarantee holder. A repair invoice
must be submitted to CG containing a clear and
detailed description of the work performed, the
spare parts prices and the labour costs with
standard working hours.
2. In every case, the guarantee shall be notified
to CG by phone prior to the repair so that CG
can authorise the repair. A telephone service is
available for this:
Monday to Friday from 8:00 am to 5:00 pm at
+49 761 4548-966, warranty-en@aeceurope.com
§ 7 Assignment of claims and statute of limitations
1. In the event the vehicle with the guarantee is
sold, the guarantee claims pass to the new
holder with the ownership of the vehicle. Any
change in ownership must be reported to AEC
or CG in writing no later than 14 days after the
change in the holder.
2. Claims under the guarantee lapse six months
after the claim event, at the latest six months
after the end of the guarantee term.
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